XR: Multiple Exams on the Precision™500D with FlashPad™

This reference guide describes the process to set up and complete multiple exams on the Precision 500D with FlashPad (WDR1).

You may select multiple procedures for the same patient to begin image acquisition.

1. **On the Precision 500D console, select Start Cassette Exam. This enables the WDR1 Worklist.**
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2. **Sort the WDR1 Worklist by Patient Name or Add Patient by Selecting on the Precision 500D console, select Start Cassette Exam. This enables the WDR1 Worklist.**
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**NOTE:** When manually entering patient information, the data must match exactly for each exam entered - Name, DOB, ID, Location, and Gender.

3. **Select all applicable procedure for this specific patient and click start exam.**
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4. A message appears on WDR1 console: “Please select protocol from fluoroscopic system.”

5. Select all desired protocols for the multiple procedures on the Precision 500D console, and then select Accept.

6. Go to Acquisition Screen, set technique parameters on Precision 500D console. WDR1 console will display selected protocol. Choose matching procedure from drop down menu, set patient side and position on WDR1 console, then take exposure.

7. When all exams are completed select close on the Precision 500D console. Depending on system configuration, images will transfer to the Image Management Screen/Local Database and or the Selected Network/PACS destination.